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Abstract
We see the influence of the information age ever ywhere, except in the GDP statistics. More people than ever
are using Wikipedia, Facebook, Craigslist, Pandora, Hulu and Google. Thousands of new information goods
and services are introduced each year. Yet, according to the official GDP statistics, the information sector
(software, publishing, motion picture and sound recording, broadcasting, telecom, and information and data
processing services) is about the same share of the economy as it was 25 years ago - about 4%. How is this
possible? Don’t we have access to more information than ever before? The answer isn’t about quantity, it’s
about price. The bits that comprise today’s information goods are supplanting the atoms that formed
yesterday’s encyclopedias, movie theaters, music CDs and newspapers. Online information may be updated
every minute of the day and accessible almost anywhere in the world, but its price is usually radically lower
than that of its physical counterpart, if there even is a price.
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WE SEE THE influence of the information age 
everywhere, except in the GDP statistics.1 More 
people than ever are using Wikipedia, Facebook, 
Craigslist, Pandora, Hulu and Google. Thousands 
of new information goods and services are intro-
duced each year. Yet, according to the official GDP 
statistics, the information sector (software, pub-
lishing, motion picture and sound recording, 
broadcasting, telecom, and information and data 
processing services) is about the same share of the 
economy as it was 25 years ago — about 4%. How is 
this possible? Don’t we have access to more infor-
mation than ever before?
The answer isn’t about quantity, it’s about price. 
The bits that comprise today’s information goods 
are supplanting the atoms that formed yesterday’s 
encyclopedias, movie theaters, music CDs and 
newspapers. Online information may be updated 
every minute of the day and accessible almost any-
where in the world, but its price is usually radically 
lower than that of its physical counterpart, if there 
even is a price. 
The recording industry embodies this trend. In 
the past few years, consumers have dramatically 
shifted their music purchases from physical media 
such as CDs to online sources such as iTunes. (See 
“Going Digital.”) Consumers have changed their 
purchasing habits by buying fewer physical units 
(CDs, cassettes or vinyl records). Sales declined 
from more than 800 million units in 2004 to just 
400 million units in 2008. Contrast that with the 
vast increase in paid downloads of digital songs. In 
2008, more than 1 billion digital single songs were 
purchased in the United States, as well as more than 
50 million digital albums. An even larger number 
of songs were downloaded illegally, though that’s 
not reflected in our charts.
Yet this increase in the number of units has not 
translated into more revenue — in fact, quite the op-
posite has occurred. Combined revenue from the sale 
of songs for the record companies went from 
more than $12.3 billion in 2004 to $7.4 billion 
in 2008 — a whopping 40% decline. Even if we 
add digital sales made on mobile phones (which 
would include ringtones), subscriptions from 
services such as Napster Inc. or Real Network 
Inc.’s Rhapsody, and digital performance royal-
ties paid by Pandora Media Inc. and others, the 
digital total expands to just $2.7 billion, making 
the overall total $8.5 billion — still 30% less 
than it was in 2004. The recording industry is 
disappearing from the GDP statistics.
Have people stopped listening to music? 
Of course not. But GDP is a measure of 
current market value of production. So if 
you listen to a free song, there’s virtually no 
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Consumers Are Buying More Music… But Are Paying Much Less for It
GOING DIGITAL
The irony: 
We know less 
about the 
sources of 
value in the 
economy 
than we did 
25 years ago.
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contribution to GDP (perhaps a few frac-
tions of a cent for the electricity you use). 
Similar economics apply to reading The 
New York Times online. Yet if you buy the 
same newspaper at a newsstand, you add 
$2 to GDP, whether or not you get around 
to reading it. The Google Inc. searches 
you do, the Wikipedia articles you read 
and the Facebook Inc. photos that make 
you laugh don’t directly affect GDP for 
the simple reason that their market prices 
— what you pay for them — are zero. But 
this doesn’t mean they have no value.
The irony of the information age is that 
we know less about the sources of value in 
the economy than we did 25 years ago. 
GDP is a more accurate metric of value in 
industrial-age industries like steel or auto-
mobiles than in information industries, 
and can miss most of the value in infor-
mation goods. However, there is one 
measure that economists have thought 
about for decades that may help us deter-
mine the value of these innovations: 
consumer surplus. Consumer surplus is 
the aggregate net benefit that consumers 
receive from using goods or services after 
subtracting the price they paid. While it 
can be difficult to measure directly, econo-
mists can infer consumer surplus using 
price experiments from purchase data, lab 
experiments or surveys. Consumer sur-
plus can be enormous even if — in fact, 
especially if — the price is low or zero.
Let’s go back to the recording industry. 
Suppose that for most people, the vast ma-
jority of the value of a CD comes from their 
three favorite songs on it. Those consumers 
will do much better paying $3 for those 
three songs on iTunes, rather than paying 
the $18.99 retail price for the CD. While 
most of the record company revenues dis-
appear from GDP, consumer surplus 
increases enormously — but that amount 
is unmeasured. This is not a bug in the free 
market system. In fact, it is its essence. As 
Adam Smith noted more than 200 years 
ago, the invisible hand of competition 
drives producers to deliver ever more 
value to consumers at an ever lower cost. 
If the cost of producing a good is zero, 
then over time, the competition should 
drive the price to zero as well. The invisible 
hand has been particularly ruthless in in-
formation markets. As a result, consumer 
surplus has soared even if the contribu-
tion of information goods to GDP hasn’t.
If we used consumer surplus data to 
examine the true size of the information 
economy, we would find trillions of dol-
lars of benefits that are not measured in 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s offi-
cial GDP statistics. While GDP statistics 
measure prices and quantities, just as 
corporate income statements measure 
costs or profits, neither approach is a 
particularly accurate way to understand 
the ultimate value that consumers get 
from information goods and services. 
But over time, policymakers and busi-
ness executives will need to understand 
not only how innovations affect GDP, 
but also alternative measures like con-
sumer surplus, which may be more 
suited to measuring the information 
economy. The lesson from information 
economics is that consumers assign 
value differently than does GDP. What 
matters most to acquiring and keeping 
customers is the value that a product de-
livers — even if that value isn’t directly 
monetized into revenues.
Erik Brynjolfsson is the director of the 
MIT Center for Digital Business (http://
digital.mit.edu) and a professor at the 
MIT Sloan School of Management. Adam 
Saunders is a lecturer at the Wharton 
School, University of Pennsylvania. Their 
new book, Wired for Innovation: How In-
formation Technology Is Reshaping the 
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